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LIVING in a SANCTUARY
James Moncrief

Thursday, 18 November 2021

My thoughts based on how I imagine I’d like it to be.
Aim of a Sanctuary
To provide a place where people can live who are intent on Healing themselves of their
involvement in the Spiritual Rebellion.
For people who understand what is involved in the Spiritual Healing (Feeling-Healing; or
Soul-Healing, with the Divine Love) process. People who want to live true to themselves
through their feelings by relinquishing the control of their mind. People who no longer
want to be rebellious by living untrue to themselves, and who want to awaken first to the
whole truth of their wrongness (evilness), and once living true to the truth of their
participation in the Rebellion, being transformed out of it by God through their soul,
therefore experiencing being ‘Born Anew’. They achieving a Celestial level of truth, being
fully ‘redeemed’ and no longer apart of the Rebellion or Default – are fully Healed and
happily living true to themselves feeling fully loved and being fully loving.
A Spiritual and Healing Sanctuary is also for those people who understand the principles of
‘Having to do their Spiritual Healing’ however are not as yet wanting to embrace it. It is for
people who are of the Old Way, that of the Rebellion and Default, and wanting to live the
New Way, healed of it.
Everyone involved is to understand that the Sanctuary exists for spiritual reasons, that being
for people to live together who are intent on growing or evolving their soul in Truth. And
so everything everyone does is based around and focused on the support given to those
people intent on doing their Healing, those people who are actively wanting to grow in
Truth. (Understanding that through one’s repressed childhood feelings, to grow in truth one
first has to grow in the truth of understanding how rebellious one is: how one has been
fucked up by their parents, how fucked up one is, and consequences of living against the
Truth and Love, and how one might have fucked up one’s children – the whole truth of
one’s negative state. And only once the Truth of how unloving and untrue one is, is fully
embraced, accepted and lived, then one can move into the positive, uncovering through
their feelings the truth of how true and loving one will be.)
So a Sanctuary exists for people to grow in Truth by doing their Spiritual Healing; then once
Healed, to continue growing in Truth through love.
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If people are not wanting to grow in Truth and do their Healing, then it will be just like any
other mind-contrived ‘alternative’ community of the Old Way.
Life within a Sanctuary.
Truth
The Sanctuary primarily exists to afford people experiences so they can grow in Truth. It is
a place to help people ‘Begin their Ascension of Truth to Paradise’.
Spiritual Healing
Everyone coming into the Sanctuary being of the Old Way, will understand and accept they
are living within the Spiritual Rebellion and Planetary Default, and it will take time for them
to do their Healing and become fully of the New Way – a Celestial level of Truth.
Being of the Rebellion means we’re rebelling against our true selves. Our parents stopped us
from freely expressing all our feelings as we were growing up. All those unexpressed
feelings remain within our soul waiting to be expressed. And because of stopping us from
being true to ourselves, we took on their unloving ways, joining them in being untrue to
ourselves. So we grow up maintaining our rebellion against the truth of how we really feel,
which because of not being allowed to express all our bad feelings when our parents and the
world made us feel bad, means really we all should feel very bad having been unlovingly
treated this way. However as part of our rebellion, we keep stopping ourselves from feel
these bad feelings, using our mind to do all the things we do so as to pretend or delude
ourselves that we feel good and loved. Some people might feel more loved by their parents,
having had a better and more freely expressive relationship with them, and so being more
free to express all their good and bad feelings, however still there will be elements of them
that they are covering up as their part of being rebellious.
Our Spiritual Healing (Feeling-Healing; or Feeling-Healing with the Divine Love – called
Soul-Healing) is about wanting to become fully aware of and connected with all the
repressed aspects of ourselves. All of us that is untrue. It is about wanting to bring out –
express – all our repressed childhood feelings; identifying and pushing past the blocks;
breaking down our mind control that is stopping us from fully embracing and accepting all
such buried bad feelings, all so we can become true to how we really are – how we really felt
when we were growing up.
And when you are completely true to all your bad feelings, fully aware, accepting and
connected with them; when you have brought out all your hidden and repressed pain, then
you will be free of the Rebellion and Default, then you’ll be of true and perfect Natural love,
just as you would have been had you not been so heavily interfered with as a child.
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So people of the Sanctuary are to understand that most people will be feeling bad a lot of
the time, and such bad feelings are to be encouraged so they can be expressed and the truth
of them longed for. So people are to be allowed to feel as bad as they do without
interference, without anyone trying to stop them, and with themselves trying to stop
themselves from feeling them.
Once one is of perfect Natural love, free of all their repressed bad feelings and fully aware of
the truth of how their unloving rebellious state was, the Divine Love is then free to
transform their soul into becoming divine, this being the inner soul-transformation Jesus
reveals in the Padgett Messages. One can long for the Divine Love anytime, so right from
the beginning of one’s Healing, and even before one starts it, however it’s full transforming
effects won’t become apparent until one has perfected one’s Natural love state – finished
one’s Healing. It is this divine transformation of one’s soul that moves us finally out of the
Mansion World level of existence into that of a divine Celestial state of truth.
Experience
Experience is fundamental to growing in truth.
The Sanctuary is to provide a maximum of
experience. Living true to one’s feelings is the
only way to maximise experience. We’ve all
been forced to live using our minds often at the
expense of our feelings, so our world has
become slowly more ‘boring’, more predictable,
more controlled, less creative, less experience,
less free for everyone to express themselves as
determined and moved by their feelings. The
more feelings you express, the more experience
you will have; and the more experience you live, by longing for and wanting to grow in the
truth of such experience, then the more of Truth you will become.
A Sanctuary is to allow people to express themselves as much as they can. First, to allow
and even encourage people to express all their feelings, including and very importantly, all
their bad ones. Freedom of speech is to be encouraged, not limited and controlled as we
currently live.
And naturally as people are free to express themselves, all facets of creative endeavour will
help add yet more experience. And the more experience the more feelings are felt, and the
more feelings means potentially they will give rise to more truth.
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It is also to understand that within each person’s soul is the Plan or blueprint of their life. If
we can live true to ourselves by living true to our
feelings, then we will be naturally moved to do all
we need to do so as to have all the perfect
experiences we need that will give rise to all the Truth our soul (we) are to grow in. It will all
happen naturally and without the need of making things happen by having to use your mind.
Personal interaction, speaking and being with each
other, doing things together, helps give rise to
having fulfilling experiences, particularly once one
is Healed. Whilst one is trapped within their
negative and rebellious state, one is rebelling
against oneself, so denying one’s self-expression and having the fullness of one’s experience.
Living untrue to yourself means you are not expressing yourself properly and are thereby
limiting your experiences. And more you limit your experiences, the less truth you can win
from them through your feelings.
Life is meant to be one long natural expression of yourself, with more of your personality
being expressed into being as you grow in
truth from your experiences. Our soul wants
to ‘bring us into Creation’ and if we allow
ourselves to freely express and feel all we do,
all will happen naturally as God wants it to.
Government
It is to be understood that the TRUTH sets the rules. As people grow in truth, they will
naturally work out for themselves personally how they want to live, which truths they are to
live by, the truth coming up naturally within themselves. We are to all be self-governing, by
living true to the truth in our soul.
God has put within all of our souls the right way we are to live and express ourselves, that
way having been heavily distorted and blocked because of our growing up in an untrue and
rebellious world. Governments of the world rule through untruth, having to use the mind
to work out the rules. People living true to themselves will use their mind in conjunction
with their feelings to work out how they personally want to live based on their truth, which
will then affect how the whole Sanctuary lives. Feelings give rise to the Truth, all with the
mind in support. The mind is the follower, and is not meant to be the leader. The Truth
leads through feeling expression with the mind in full support. When one is living true, one
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is living true to one’s own will, which will also be true to God’s Will.

Naturally those people further along in their Healing, and those who have completed it, will
be living higher truths than those people just starting out or not growing in truth at all. So it
will be for people of higher advanced truth to ‘oversee’ those of lesser truth. Certain
guidelines might need to be introduced from time to time, however with the overall
understanding is that God knows best, the Truth will show the way, and to always keep
trying to minimalise any mind based control.
The ‘Elders’ of a Sanctuary might therefore not necessarily be the older people, it is
conceivable that many older people might not actually want to do their Healing, preferring
to wait until they are in spirit, so are of a minimal level of truth. And some young people
who are well advanced in their Healing, will be of a higher level of truth. Of course with age
comes some level of wisdom, which would naturally happen if all of the community were
living true, however someone of an advanced age and not doing their Healing might be very
fixed and limited in their mind-controlling ways.
As to whether an actual ‘Governing Board’ will need to be established will no doubt be
determined by the requirements of the people living together. Difficulties are to be expected
because people will be on differing levels of truth, some people doing or having done their
Healing, others yet to begin, so with people still bound up firmly in their rebellious ways (the
Old Ways), and people wanting to come out it into the New Way.

There are broad defined levels of Truth. The most obvious are seen in the Mansion World
structure. Simply, the lowest level, equivalent to Mansion World 1, will consist of people
not doing their Healing and being introduced to the notion of it. World 3 (inclusive of
World 2) equivalent, will be those who are starting out having committed to doing the
Healing. World 5 (inclusive of World 4) level of truth will be reflected by people moving
deeper into the ‘guts’ of their Healing, deep into their pain and trauma. World 7 (inclusive
of World 6) will be expressed by people feeling that the bulk of their deeply repressed
emotions and feelings from childhood will have been brought out, as they move deeper into
their awareness of all how wrong they are, and why; connecting and being true to their
negative state, and fully seeing how they express their unlovingness in the world, all as they
move to fully be their untrue and evil selves. We have to become fully true to it before we
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become free of it. We are to BE
our rebelliousness fully aware and
connected with it, knowing the
whole truth of ourselves being
untrue, all as you are expressing
yourself in your daily
relationships. So in all you do
and say, you are aware of all how
wrong you are – you are true to
being the rebellious you that you
are. Then once one is living the
full truth of one’s rebelliousness,
one is living true, and so becomes
fully Healed and free of the
Rebellion, being of perfect
Natural love; or, if having longed
for and received the Divine Love
into one’s soul, having the Love
transform one into a level of
Celestial Truth, thereby effectively
leaving the Mansion Worlds, on
their way to continue growing in
love and truth to Paradise.

When you are living ‘your level of
Upon death of our
truth’ you will be able to relate to
physical body, we
all other people on your level.
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meaning everyone has finished
Earth Planes
and
are
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Spheres of
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level of Truth, being parented by
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their Celestial parents. The
Law of
Sanctuary would then be
Compensation
completely self-governing based
It begins!
around Celestial levels of Truth.
However it’s to understand, this is
a long term goal, and in the meantime the Sanctuary will afford many varied life experiences
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because of the closeness of everyone interacting on differing levels of Truth.
It is to be understood that EVERYONE who is apart of the Sanctuary community is a
VITAL part of the whole. Should anyone therefore disrupt the whole, then such measures
taken to apply punishment or discipline need to be
worked out along the lines of truth – from
everyone’s feelings, including the person causing the
problem. The more it can all be ‘talked through’
the better for all concerned. The idea being, the
Sanctuary community is one Big Family. However
it also needs to be kept in mind, that everyone who is living in it and hasn’t completed their
Healing will have grown up in a heavily mind controlled environment, with all their mind
controlling beliefs and behaviours still rigidly in place. So the more everyone involved can
openly talk about their actions, the sooner understanding will come to light, and knowing
how to deal with any problems will come to light.
It is also to be kept in mind that the Sanctuary is not about living by adhering to any spiritual
or religious rules or commandments, those ‘made by God’ or anyone else. The more such
mind controlling ways can be removed, even to the point of anarchy, the better, as that will
only cause yet more feelings to be felt, more experiences to be had, more of everyone
expressing themselves, all giving rise to yet more truth, individually and collectively. The
way of life is to constantly evolve, and if people live wanting to grow in Truth being their
main focus, then it’s to be expected that things will constantly be changing. So to try and
‘fix something in place’, to ‘lock it down’, will only limit such natural truth-based evolution.

It is also to be understood that possibly some time in the future from the writing of this, the
Law of Compensation may be introduced to the world by the Divine Minister. This would
mean that anyone transgressing the Laws of Will, which means, anyone who uses their will
to overpower another’s will, will have to suffer at the hands of the Law by feeling all the
pain their have caused in the other person who’s will they have infringed against. If such
will infringement is severe, compensation, feeling all the pain caused in the other, will be
lived as doing ‘hell time’, a time of great pain, like living in hell, to make amends for the pain
caused. Should the Law of Compensation be functional on the Earth plane, then it will be
the ‘Law’ keeping most people on the ‘right side of the fence’. People will want to be nicer
and kinder, more supportive and loving of each other, even if still within a rebellious mind
controlling way, all so as to avoid the severe effects of the Law.
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The Law of Compensation is designed to help one do one’s Healing, it together with the
Law of Forgiveness, support the Laws of Truth. One’s Spiritual Healing will satisfy all such
Laws.

The ‘earthing’ of the Law of Compensation is required as a step in humanity’s spiritual
evolution on Earth, to bring it into alignment with the Mansion Worlds in which it’s already
functional. So ‘bad’ people will be able to do their Hell-Time on Earth rather than having to
wait until they die and move into the First Mansion World, there to move into the Hell
Planes and Sectors to satisfy the requirements of the Law.
It is important to note that should the Law of Compensation be readily applied to Earth,
then it will affect everyone on the world, so all those people in the Sanctuaries and those not
and who are still wanting to live advancing their rebellious condition. So this means, the
Sanctuaries, those people of the New Way, will have nothing to fear from those people of
the Old Way, such as them wanting to take over and destroy the good within a Sanctuary,
because should they demonstrate any such aggressiveness by starting to impose their will
over those in the Sanctuary, they will immediately start to feel very bad because of the Law
of Compensation, and so bad they will stop all such unloving nastiness.
Without the Law of Compensation present and judging by how the world has been going,
those of the Old Way would still persist in fighting, war and everything else destructive of
themselves and nature, and so would end up destroying those of a Sanctuary who would be
against such things. So to protect those people of a Sanctuary who are living to sincerely
advance their souls in truth by doing their Healing, one might say the Law of Compensation
is a necessity to ensure peace on Earth.
Money/trading (interacting with other Sanctuaries and those of the Old Way)
There is to be no money used within the Sanctuary, as there will be no need for it. Such
things of the Old Evil and Rebellious Way as wanting to increase one’s wealth, wanting to
own personal land and things of value, will not be needed and rejected by the Sanctuary. No
one will own land as the land is of the Earth, with everyone being free to live upon it as they
choose. People striving to live true and heal themselves of their Old Ways will feel they no
longer want such things, being happy to live communally, with everyone as equal as
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everyone else. The Feudal and slave systems of life will no longer be needed. There will not
even be any need for barter because everyone will share and have what they need. People
will willingly help provide for each other, just as it is in the Mansion Worlds where there is
no need for money and wealth accumulation. People work because they want to create for
themselves and other people. People will do whatever they feel they want to do, and overall
everyone contributes to the whole. More along what communism was trying to achieve, yet
all based around maximising experience and feelings so people can keep growing in truth.
It is conceivable barter or trade might be desirable with communities of the Old Way, and so
as such Old Way systems would more than likely still be based on money, so some way of
earning money for the Sanctuary might have to be employed.

If you look at the Australian Aborigine as a basis from which to work from, and even
possibly in some ways to strive to emulate, everything is done for the tribe (Sanctuary), and
by living sustainably and from the Earth, there is no need for money. Everything is based
around interaction with each other, the youngest to the oldest all being fully involved
lovingly in each other’s lives. Few personal possessions might be kept and used, but really
having less ‘things’ is better with the time and focus being employed on being together,
interacting, working with all feelings as the truth is constantly longed for.
Most of the mind amusement we currently live with, the need to be constantly entertained
by the Internet, video games, movies, TV will no longer be needed. All the creative arts
together with growing and hunting food, making clothes, maintaining one’s living area and
the Sanctuary as a whole, will more than likely occupy everyone’s time. Even if people sat
around all day long in groups, pairs or individually and doing only the bear minimal amount
of work in order to survive, whilst they expressed all their sadness, misery, fear, anger, hurt
and pain – all their bad feelings, and as they longed for the truth of such feelings, then that is
living a full life, because doing one’s Healing is the most important part of it.
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We embrace the controlling natures of our mind to fill
our day with activities that avoid our inherent truth to
rise through our feelings and then having to express
them and seek the truth behind them. We submit to
imprisonment within our minds and willingly allow our
life to roll on in a retarded and aimless manner that we
can continue in earnest even when we transition into the
spirit mind Mansion Worlds. Everything we may do is
to avoid meaningful communication with another person
and to distract ourselves from allowing our feelings to
bring forth the vibrant and incredible true personality
that we are that has been suppressed throughout our
early forming years, from conception through to six
years of age. Eventually our soul will say enough is
enough and we will be confronted with a crash to open
ourselves to our feelings and heal our Rebellion.
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Trying to ‘advance’ society or humanity through such means as technology, which we’ve all
been currently conditioned to understand is a good thing and the future of humanity, is only
to be done based on the truth that comes from one’s feelings as people do their Healing.
There is no way anyone can possibly know how they or a community of people will live who
are only intent on doing their Healing, let alone how they all might live together as Celestials
on Earth once they have finished their Healing. It might even be that the Mother and
Father have it in mind for humanity to advance technologically being of a Celestial truth, or
it might be that people of such a true and perfect level of truth feel they want to live very
simply and as close to Nature as possible, living with as little disturbance to the natural world
as possible. Some people might want to live as the Aborigines of the world lived, what
would be seen by all accounts to our so-called modern world, in a very primitive way, yet
such people of Celestial truth who’ve healed themselves of their rebelliousness will only
need to be wholly and lovingly involved personally with each other taking care of their basic
survival needs as they continue to express all their good loving feelings, delighting in the
interactions and relationships they have with each other, all as they continue to grow in truth
toward Paradise.
Survival
With the Earth being so bountiful in foods and all the materials we need for our survival, it
is conceivable a very simple way of living will be developed within the Sanctuary taking care
of all one’s basic survival needs. As to how people want to live together, is to be evolved by
those involved: do people want to live in shared accommodation, like a house as we of the
western world are currently used to, people being together so as to generate more
experiences and feelings from which truth can come. Or will people want to live in small
families, or alone, coming together in the community to increase their experiences. It is
conceivable some couples might feel they want and need to be alone a lot so as to work
specifically helping each other with their Healing. People might want to live in mud huts,
tee-pees, some other more natural and basic housing arrangement, even possibly in
converted shipping containers. Of course climate and resource availability will be influential,
however what I want to convey is that all how we’ve been ‘trained’ to live is part of being
wrong, it’s all going against ourselves, it’s all not our natural way. And so what is one’s
natural way of living, is to be revealed as one grows in truth, and possibly it will be different
for people, with conceivably a Sanctuary exhibiting many different abodes and housing
arrangements, or with the most effective being evolved in which everyone is happy with.
Will people still want to eat using metal knives, forks and spoons; for example. Or will
people prefer to eat with their hands or other implements. Being currently of a ‘global
community’ we can draw upon lots of different ways people live and integrate them into a
Sanctuary. Should the Sun Nova bringing about the end of civilisation as we know it, with
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those of the Sanctuaries moving into the Aftertimes through Angelic assistance, together
with those of the Old Way who might survive, it is conceivable that once the remaining
things of the Old Way break or wear out, alternatives of a more primitive and simplistic way
might need to be employed. There might no longer be the industries available that allow
metal knives, forks and spoons to be made and readily available as they are today, so
implements fashioned out of wood and stone might become the norm.
A Sanctuary is to be established bearing in mind that the end of our current way of life
might be imminent, ending with the Sun’s Nova. So the more simple and self-sustaining the
Sanctuary can be, living a more simple life, without people their being glued to their phones
all day, will need to be prepared for. How does one make clothes; how much farming does
the community want to do – dispense with crops and just grow vegetables, fruit and nuts;
hunt and farm animals, use horses or oxen, or decide to live only within the means of all one
can do with one’s own hands. Does the community want to live along the lines of more
primitive people; or like the Amish; or simply take the best of all that’s currently available
and see what evolves.
Conceivably, some people will want to be vegetarians, others wanting to eat meat, and the
Sanctuary should accommodate all. Living organically and closer to nature as people do
their Healing, means their relationship with nature, plants and animals, will change and
evolve as they grow in truth. And like every aspect of life, room needs to be given for
everyone to grow and evolve. Some people might want to farm animals, others hunt them,
and nothing is to be dismissed because ‘it’s not spiritual to hurt and kill animals’. All such
limiting beliefs are only things of people’s minds, beliefs made up through their childhood
and in the society they grew up in. A Sanctuary is really a place in which everything is to
start afresh, remove all the old ways and beliefs, and see what people feel and what they
want to do as they grow in truth through their Healing. So some people through their truth
might feel they don’t want to eat meat, others through their truth do, and it’s to understand
there is no right or wrong way, there is only what truth you are living. And to accept that as
you grow in truth, you are going to change. You might start out with your beliefs of not
wanting to hurt animals, and yet as you grow in truth, you start to feel you want to eat them;
or, you might start off eating animals, and as you grow in truth you feel you no longer want
to eat them. God knows what is the right and true way for us to live, and we can only find
out how God wants us to live by growing in Truth. Once you are of a Celestial level of truth
and so free of the Rebellion and Default, then how you live will be reflective of being
perfect and in harmony with Natural love. So how you then relate to the nature within
yourself and Nature itself, will be the true way. And should that mean you only eat nuts and
fruits, your physical body will be of a higher vibration expressing the level of your spiritual
Celestial vibration of truth, so everything will work for you, you will simply be true. So until
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that Celestial level is attained, it’s to understand that all how you are might possibly be
wrong, and that it will have to go, change and evolve into being right. There might be things
of the Old Way the Sanctuary keep, and there might things people no longer want or need,
with everyone being free to express all they feel about everything, talking endlessly about it
all, if that is what they feel, even going over the same things time and time again, all until
everyone is happy with the truth they are living.
As to whether people can have pets is again another thing to be evolved within the
Sanctuary. Cats and dogs can go feral, they can be eaten, and all animals are potential food.
And pets can also provide a vast amount of experiences causing many good and bad
feelings, all of which the truth can be longed for from. To have a barking dog that
continuously annoys you and helps bring up thousands of repressed bad feelings can be very
useful and helpful to your Healing, as annoyed and aggravated you might feel. To
understand mostly pets are ‘love substitutes’, we needing them because we feel so devoid of
true love, brings up the question of tolerating and allowing people’s love-need addictions, all
of which will need to be apart of what those of the Sanctuary are to work out and evolve.
For example: should alcohol and drugs be allowed – again to be determined by all involved.
Should marijuana be considered a drug, it having many health qualities, together with the
usefulness of hemp fibre. Should smoking to get stoned be a good thing to relieve pain, to
escape into fantasy land, to sharpen second sight and speaking with the unseen spirit, angel
and nature spirit realms, to block out bad feelings.
Education
There is no need for formal education as we’ve all been subjected to. Abolish it! There is
no need to have a school and force every child to learn to read and write and everything else
that is currently crammed into children’s minds. There are currently alternative schools like
the Sudbury free school system that allows more creativity to be expressed. But the whole
notion of children going off to school so their parents can go to work is to end. Children
are to be allowed to be, and encouraged to be, in EVERY aspect of community life. There
will no longer be the need to divide life into work and play, no need for holidays, a working
week and restful weekend, it’s all simply Sanctuary life. Children (and adults) are to naturally
learn through their experiences. And part of that experience within the community and
family can be learning how to read and write, and learning higher things should they be so
inclined. A child might want to simply be free to live in nature as much as possible within
the community, or it might want to naturally learn about things more to do with the mind.
It’s up to the child to show what it wants to do, to express itself as fully as it can, so the
whole Sanctuary is devoted first to people doing their Healing, then to children. People, as
they grow in truth and come to understand all the bad ways they were educated, will not
want to subject their’s or anyone else’s child to such horror. Learning things with the mind
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can be made to be enjoyable, made to appeal to the child, just as can learning things with
their hands. The child is to be fully wanted and included in adult life, and not as we
currently live by banishing our children for most of the day to some level of child-care.
Children are a great source of experience, they will push many buttons and will inspire many
feelings to be felt, with all of those feelings being fully expressed and the truth they are to
show one, longed for.
Our FEELINGS are our SUPREME GUIDES:
Feelings are what guide us through our ascension of truth. So they are really our Supreme
Guides. Many people look for a person, spirit, angel, even God, for supreme guidance, however it’s all
right there already built in – in our feelings. We just have to submit to them, allowing them to take
us where they will, expressing all the parts we want to express, letting the emotion drive that
expression if it’s there to be expressed, or just talking about all we feel and how feeling that feeling
is making us feel – or, how we feel about having that feeling, all whilst longing for the truth of our
feelings. Longing for the truth of our feelings is really: Longing for the truth of our self, because:
we are our feelings. So life stirs up our feelings, we feel being alive; or, being alive means we are
feeling, always feeling; and when we work out what and why we are feeling what we are, so then
we know the truth of how we are. And over time the truth accumulates, and our mind expands
our understanding of ourselves, all being driven from our feelings.
Kevin 26 Sep 2017
Kevin died 10 August 2012, through Feeling Healing became Celestial on 7 August 2017
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Spiritual prayer/worship.
Nothing along these spiritual or religious lines are to be formalised. There is to be no
dogma about the information I or anyone else might present that the Sanctuary embraces.
The Truth will always speak for itself and determine the way of things.
Of course should the people of a Sanctuary wish to hold communal prayer for the Divine
Love and Truth, including expressions of worship to the Mother and Father, then they
should follow their feelings, yet all the while trying to make sure such feelings are honest and
not just being contrived by their minds. To believe you have to pray or attend formal
worship, and so engage in it with your mind, is not to be encouraged. No having to go to
church on Sundays, only doing what you feel you want to do. And conceivably, some
people will enjoy group prayer for the Divine Love, other’s possibly will want to do it
privately feeling no need for such groups. It’s all to be what people want to do, never that it
‘has’ to be done, never being forced to do it.
Also following the lines of what the spirits have said about how they attend counselling and
psychology groups to help them with their Healing, all such things can be considered should
people want to express themselves this way. Some people might need private or group
Healing help, other’s might be content to do it all themselves. There is no One Way to do
your Healing, it is your way following the few basic principles of attending fully to your
feelings wanting them to reveal the truth you are to live. However as to how people and the
Sanctuary as a whole come together to help each other with their Healing, waits to be seen.
As always, some level of structure might be required, including a modicum of control,
however the less laying down of the law, the better. Freedom of speech is really freedom to
express yourself using words, as well as the freedom to express yourself using actions.
Things like getting married, having funerals, celebrating births (and deaths), birthdays, are
for people to do should they feel that is what they want to do. Bearing in mind all should be
done in celebration with the Mother and Father and keeping it as personal as possible.
Really there is no need for such things, just as there is no need for other mind contrived
celebrations like father’s and mother’s day, Christmas, Easter and so on. And once again,
there is nothing wrong with celebrating things every day, all so long as it’s all done with true
feelings and doesn’t become just a ritualised belief that has to be enacted upon. And as
always, such things when done properly will give rise to yet more experiences, more feelings;
and the more the better, because as they are expressed then there is more truth being
revealed. Ideally each moment in each day should be an expression of the celebration of life,
however to feel so good will only come once people have completed their Healing.
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VISUALISATION with LONGING:
Holy Spirit infusing Divine Love.
Progressive escalation of Divine Love
flowing.
Visualise yourself as you were when
young and with an empty bowl, and
then thankfully ask the Mother and
Father for Their Love – Their Divine
Love:

"Please, Mother and Father, I want
some more."
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Things like contraception and abortion are again to be worked out individually, how people
personally feel about it, expressing all such feelings through such experiences, and then
collectively, should it be required. There is nothing good or bad with it, it’s not a sin having
sex out of wedlock and all the other wacky religious things people believe. New people
coming into the Sanctuaries might be full of such beliefs that will need to be brought out,
expressed, and the truth of them sought as to why they have them and all they feel about
them.
The freer people can be in their own lives and within themselves, the better. However to
also be understood that true freedom of self-expression will only come once one had fully
Healed one’s rebellious state. So up until that time, there will be endless limitations and
restrictions one is imposing on oneself and others, all of which will have to be brought to
light, as all the feelings they cause are expressed and their truth longed for.
And again it’s the same as going to the doctor, dentist,
therapist, seeking help outside of yourself, it’s all about
honouring your feelings, do what you do as you
continually express all you feel along the way. Ideally
to live without needing a doctor or dentist is the aim,
to be so fully expressive and free of the Rebellion that
one is always in perfect health, however one needs to
work one’s way there, you can’t just apply your mind
and decide, right, I’m not going to the doctor anymore,
I am going to be natural and heal myself by expressing
all my bad feelings out of me. You can of course
decide to do this, and try to do it, however if this is too
heavily a mind controlling set of beliefs you’re applying your will to, then at some point this
control will have to be confronted, addressed, along with all the resulting feelings. People
will become naturally more healthy in body and spirit as they progress in their Healing, and
as the Sanctuary becomes truer overall, however there will be a great deal involved in each
step along the way.
Relationships
Relationships are the most important way we have of maximising feeling experience. The
relationship with yourself, an intimate partner, family, a friend, the Sanctuary as a whole –
your relationship with God.
The more one can free one’s controlling mind, the more one will be free to experience
openly one’s relationships. All our relationships are severely handicapped because of our
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mind controlling ways and beliefs we’ve been parented with, being of a Rebellion by Default
means we can’t actually have truly loving relationships because we’re not true ourselves.
Perfect relationships will only come at the divine love Celestial or perfect Natural love level,
all once one has finished their Healing. So up until then, a great part of one’s Healing will be
to uncover the truth of how unloving and untrue one is, so how bad one expresses oneself
in one’s relationships. So the Sanctuary is not going to be a
happy and loving paradise, and any attempt to make it so by
using one’s mind should be confronted and dealt with through
feelings.
Potentially the Sanctuary could be a very depressing place, if the
majority of people are heavily intent on doing their Healing. So
as long as the worst is expected, and not the best, then people
can feel free to express their negative sides, being as negative as
they feel they might be. We’re all used to ‘putting on a good
happy and friendly face’ when we’re out in public, you can’t
openly say what you really feel most of the time because people
won’t tolerate having their feelings hurt if people are nasty and
hateful. But in the Sanctuary, no doubt some of this will continue to exist, but really it’s to
try and do away with all falseness, all pretentiousness, trying to allow people to feel what
they really do feel in the core of themselves, most of which will be a lot of pain and anger, all
of which needs to be brought out. So having relationships wanting the other person to
allow you to fully express all your bad feelings, and you wanting them to express theirs, can
as you might imagine, put a lot of stress upon a relationship. But if you are trying to be as
true to yourself in your negative state as you can be, feeling as bad as you do, then it would
be better to start working on giving up any notions of meeting your soulmate (soul partner)
and living happily every after. You might meet your soulmate in the Sanctuary, the truth
coming up within you that you are soulmates, yet that might also be for you to work
together taking each other deep into your pain, a relationship with very little love because
you’re both trying to bring to light the truth of how unloving you are. So you might even
hate each other through your Healing, with your true soulmate love for each other only
becoming known, felt and expressed once you’re both fully Healed.
It is conceivable people will come together more intimately for the purpose of doing their
Healing together, and that sort of Healing Relationship will be very different to any mindbased false loving relationship they might have had being of the Old Way and the Rebellion.
Healing Relationships will be about how unloving you are, with yourself and to the other
person, the opposite of how you might wish a loving relationship to be. The Mother and
Father might want you to experience a no-love relationship yet in a very deep and personal
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way, even in a ‘loving’ way, as you both work together helping each other to bring out your
pain and hidden torment. So you might expect lots of yelling and screaming at each other,
coming to understand you don’t love each other and are not well suited at all, yet you
continue to feel bound to each other for the purposes of exploring all the negative stuff and
helping each other break down and move through all mind controlling barriers, moving deep
into connecting with all repressed feelings. The more you can give up your ‘love fantasies’,
the better. To simply allow your feelings, good or bad, or both, to take you into the
relationship, the better.
One of the aims of the Sanctuary, also a goal of humanity, is for people to finish their
Healing becoming of perfect Natural love or of divine Celestial love, and then to have
perfect Natural love children. Children of divine Celestial parents is the aim, because they
being no longer of the Rebellion will be the beginning of a true humanity. They being true
children of Heavenly Parents.
Talking
It can’t be stressed enough just how important it is to keep
talking, saying all you think and feel, all whilst wanting
more than anything else to uncover the truth of yourself.
Wanting the truth of our self is the main focus. Wanting
to feel happy and love of course is always a strong desire,
however such feelings naturally come as we grow in truth.
We have to keep expressing all we are, and talking is the
main way, emoting our feelings as they come up, moving
with them, saying all the bits they lead us to say, exploring
them all, even the slightest feeling or odd thing you
perceive within yourself, bringing it all out, not holding or keeping anything back, ending all
denial of oneself.
And understanding that often with problems, the impasse and block to find resolution
occurs because one has stopped speaking about all the aspects of the problem. So often
talking resolves most problems, it can suddenly open something in you that you’ve not seen,
it can inspire someone else to say or show you something that can allow you to move on.
The whole Sanctuary needs to keep talking, with everyone expressing themselves as much as
they can, all with the strong desire to keep revealing and so growing in truth. Each person is
their own ‘sanctuary’, their own ‘paradise’, so for the whole Sanctuary to evolve and grow in
truth toward Paradise, requires that everyone plays their part. No one is more important
than another, provided all are always longing for the Truth – the truth of themselves and the
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truth of the whole. It is a Sanctuary of Truth, the truth being expressed by everyone living
their truth. And as the Truth is loved by all, so too is it the expression of everyone loving
the truth within themselves. The Truth is the only way we can set ourselves free of the
Rebellion and Default. And from Truth can come love. Love founded or based on Truth is
true love; love founded on untruth and mind control is not true love, only a mind-love.
As a part of talking, it’s important for everyone to help
each other to identify feelings, helping those who have
difficulty with them, becoming more aware of them – and
in particular their subtleties, and for everyone to be able to
freely and precisely articulate them and all one is emotionally going through. And ensuring
and encouraging and not stopping children from expressing all they feel whilst gently
educating them about their feelings and the importance of expressing them, and how
through their feelings they can find out all about themselves and life. And that really is
meant to be what life is all about.
And to understand, if it’s not obvious, that one can, and should, express all one’s feelings all
the time and anywhere. You can, for example, be planting veggies talking about how bad
you feel, bringing out your pain, longing for the truth of your feelings. With those people
with you all involved in your personal drama. Feeling expression doesn’t need to be only a
private affair in the confines of your house or with your therapist or healing group.
Naturally people will feel better speaking about their deeper hurt and pain with certain
people, and not everything needs to be for public
display, however it’s to understand that being honest
with your feelings and being allowed and encouraged
to express all your bad ones, can be a part of every
aspect of Sanctuary life.
And that if someone needs to stop and focus on their bad feeling expression, then
everything should stop, stop all work to focus on them. The person and their feelings is
what is most important, everything else comes after that. So even if not much gets done
because everyone needs time to express all their pain, then so be it. The real work is
expressing all one’s bad feelings out of oneself. One might not be ‘productive’ in a world
sense, spending a lot of time sitting on the couch feeling bad and doing nothing else, and yet
it’s about healing the pain in one’s soul, that is the only important thing, and all that pain
needs to come out.
It is a Healing Sanctuary, a place where people live together wanting to uncover the truth of
their pain and trauma through their feelings, all so they can set themselves free of it.
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Summary of the important points: What a new person would have to accept, or at least be
open to, were they considering becoming apart of a Sanctuary.
How you are, being of the Old Mind Way
– You’re part of the Spiritual Rebellion
– You are rebellious (evil)
– Every part of you is existing against the Truth and Love
– All of you is Wrong, you are full of falseness and pretence
– You are full of incorrect beliefs about yourself and the world
– You are full of unloving, negative behaviour
– You are living denying what a bad state you’re really in
– All your wrongness (rebelliousness) was put into you through your childhood
– Your parents themselves being of the Rebellion and Default treated you unlovingly
– You are full of pain because of how badly you were treated as a child
– All that causes you any bad feelings and problems comes from your childhood
– Much of that pain you might be closed off to within yourself
– You will have many repressed childhood feelings within you
– Because of your repressed feelings and how unlovingly you were treated, you are untrue
– All your repressed feelings need to come out
– You will need to do your Spiritual Healing to become true
– Your Healing will involve trying to be true to all your bad feelings
– You must want to express all your bad feelings and long for the truth of them
– Uncovering the truth of your bad feelings will allow you to become truth to yourself
– First you become true to all your bad feelings, wrong beliefs and unloving behaviour
– When you are fully aware and connected to your untrue state, you will be true.
– Being true will take you out of the Rebellion and Default
– You are a personality, and living true to your feelings allows full personality expression
– When you are fully Healed you’ll be fully connected with your feelings
– When you are fully Healed, you’ll be truly happy and loving
– When you are true, you’ll be of perfect Natural love
– Then you will be of the New Feeling Way
Living in a Healing Sanctuary
– You understand it’s about people doing their Spiritual Healing together
– To do their Healing to end being of the Rebellion and Default
– Everyone is encouraged to express all they feel, and particularly all bad feelings
– To accept that yourself and everyone else will feel bad a lot of the time
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– That bad feelings are good, they show you what pain is within you
– That denial of any feelings is to end
– Truth comes when wanted, from feelings
– Long for the Truth of yourself, the truth of your feelings; the truth of God
– Long for God’s Divine Love
– It is a Sanctuary of Truth
– Everyone is growing and evolving in Truth
– The Truth is the Law
– Everyone is to become self-governing in accordance with their truth when Healed
– The Truth allows giving up all mind possession, addiction and compulsions
– The mind’s control is to lessen, giving way to feelings and the truth from them
– All one does in the Sanctuary is for the purpose of having feelings to grow in Truth
– Feelings are the gateway to Truth, not the mind
– It is about relinquishing mind control in favour of the truth feelings will reveal
– The truths people will live will determine the way of the Sanctuary
– How people will want to live will be based on their truth
– Mind made laws will no longer be needed
– Growing in truth through feelings is being spiritual, and how to one day attain Paradise
– Love and worship of the Heavenly Mother and Father will come through Truth
– Love of yourself and others will come through Truth
– From Truth will come all Love
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Placing the residents, visitors and pedestrians
– not the car – at the centre of the facilities.
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VILLAGEISM
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CREATION of SOUL and SPIRIT:

GOD

God is The Paradise Trinity — the eternal
Deity union of the Personalities: the
Universal Mother and Father; the Eternal Son
of Truth; and the Infinite Daughter Spirit of
Mind.

Father
Mother
Eternal Son
of Truth

Feeling

Infinite Daughter
of Mind

Pathway

Soulmate Pair

Spirit

Person

Mind

The soul of angels is experiential, evolving
through their experience by continually
progressing in mind development. Angels
Pathway are to attain the Infinite Daughter (Spirit) of
Mind. Angels are a creation of Mind.
Our soul is duplex (we have a soulmate / soul
partner) and is created by our Heavenly
Parents. Through our Feeling Healing we
perfect ourselves, enabling the union with
our soulmate, as we progress in truth up
through the Mansion Worlds, celestial
heavens and all the way to Paradise.

Angel

Nature

The soul of each human personality (sons
and daughters of truth) is existential, driving
our personality expression in the experiential.
The soul of each human finds truth by
embracing one’s feelings and longing for the
truth of them. We are to attain the Eternal
Son of Truth. We are a creation of Truth.

The soul of angels is also duplex, yet of the
mind, and they progress in mind evolution to
Paradise. Animals, plants and nature spirits
are also creations of Mind.

Spirit

Neither we nor animals reincarnate. We
never die; upon death, we move into the
spirit Mansion Worlds on our journey to
Paradise. When animals and plants die, be
they the tiny microbe to the mighty elephants
of the land and the whales of the ocean, their
spirit energy returns to the Spirit Collective
Energy. And from this energy are
drawn other animals and the nature
spirits, who then in turn move onto
becoming angels through increasing
mind experience.
A nature spirit is an angel in waiting.
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The
Celestial Truth:
Truly all-loving;
Living true to oneself;
Mind supporting Feelings;
Living with the Divine Love;
Fully Healed of the Rebellion and Default.

THE FEELING WAY
Feeling – Ascendance
Unlimited progression
 Living true to your untruth;
 Honouring all your bad feelings;
 Expressing feelings to uncover their
truth;
 Healing the Rebellion and Default
within yourself;
 Feeling unloved; being unloving;
 Feeling as bad as you can feel;
 Feeling like you are no one special;
 Longing for the Divine Love.

CHOICE is OURS to MAKE:

THE MIND WAY
Mind – Transcendence
Limited progression
 Enlightenment, Nirvana, feeling allloving;
 All false, mind-contrived. Anti-truth,
anti-love;
 Still evolving the Rebellion and Default
within yourself;
 Feeling and believing you are the
Superior One;
 Living with your mind in control of
your feelings;
 Living rejecting all your bad feelings;
 Living with your mind contriving you
feel loved;
 Rejecting the Divine Love.

All religions, New Age, agnostic,
atheists, no spiritual interest,
Living the Rebellion and Default.

Hell:
Exploiting the Rebellion and Default.
The Feelings are the doer; the Mind the teller. So we are to go with our feelings, which we
can’t be told to do with our mind. So the longing for the Divine Love, doing our Healing by
expressing our feelings and longing for their truth, are all feelings and doing it with longing.
Whereas the mind just wants to tell us what to do and how to be, no feelings in it, all how our
parents have treated us.
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SPIRITUAL HEALING:
Our Healing is about first finding the truth of our unloving and untrue state, coming to
understand the full extent of that, how it relates to us and how we relate to it, and all how it
makes us feel so demented living life in a stupor.
Healing is about seven Mansion Worlds worth of uncovering the truth of our rebellious state.
It’s all about becoming progressively more aware of how screwed up we are. So right the way
through our Healing, we stay being screwed up all so we can see the truth of how demented we
are in all the ways that we are untrue, all the way to the End of our Healing.
What we do heal through our Healing, is all that is stopping us see the truth of ourselves – our
untrue and false state.
Then transition into
Mansion World 7: is then about still working with the deepest
Celestial Heaven state
and residual bad feelings, whilst looking to sort out how you
wrongly relate to yourself and others, nature and God because
of being unloving; understanding how your relationships are
unloving, how you don’t connect properly, how unloving you
really are and why and fully accepting the truth of it, coming
completely to grips with your parents not loving you as you
needed to be loved – sorting it all out, including your self and
feeling expression difficulties. Then comes transition.
Mansion World 5: is then about going right into the depths of
them, feeling how unloved you feel and seeing how unloving
you are and how that makes you feel, bringing out the majority
of your pain, your misery, fear, anger, guilt, hatred, boredom,
terror, rejection, nothingness, feeling powerless, alone and
abandoned, and so on. Each progression is full on, all the way.
Mansion World 3: is for waking up
to the truth that you’re not loving
and starting to get in touch with your
pain, starting to accept your bad
feelings, starting to work with them
instead of rejecting them.

Mansion World 7:
Divine Love Healing World

Mansion World 5:
Divine Love Healing World
7
5
3

Mansion World 3:
Divine Love Healing World
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Mind vs Feelings – Your Choice.
And now is an appropriate Time To Make this Choice!
Everyone is to choose: The Mind Way;

or The New Feelings Way.

Which way of living do you choose: Mind Way?

or the Feelings Way of living?

Do you continue in your Mind Way?

or do you embrace The New Feelings Way?

Do you choose the Dead End Mind Way?

or the Eternal Happiness Feelings Way?

Times up for the Mind Way;

the Feelings Way is taking over.

False Spirituality – The Mind Way;

True Spirituality – The Feeling Way.

The End Times and Final Judgement; or Paradise – the choice is yours to make:
Continue in your soul-destroying feeling
and truth denying Mind Way;

or embracing The New Feelings Way
by doing your Spiritual Healing;

Maintaining the mind’s imposed façade of a robotic,
retarded individual, in a stupor, perpetrating the
errors of generations gone by;
or The Feeling Way which is the discovery pathway
to releasing your true, vibrant personality
The Mind Way – rejecting the truth of yourself
by denying feelings, restricted forever to the
mind Mansion Worlds;

or The Feeling Way – uncovering the truth of
your feelings and ascending to Paradise.
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ASCENSION of TRUTH to PARADISE
DIVINE LOVE – Feelings in control – FEELINGS WAY
DIVINE CELESTIAL HEAVENS – CELESTIAL SPHERES
UNITING with SOULMATE / SOUL PARTNER and SOULGROUP
BEING DIVINE, ETERNAL, IMMORTAL, FUSION with INDWELLING SPIRIT
THE FEELINGS WAY ** LIVING A FEELING-LED LIFE **
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Transformation of soul from Perfect Natural Love to being Divine – being of Divine Love.
Transformation of soul from Imperfect Natural Love to being Divine – being of Divine Love.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Transition from Mind to Feeling way of living
NATURAL LOVE – mind in control – MIND WAY
SEVEN MANSION WORLDS
We have to do our: SPIRITUAL HEALING
(FEELING HEALING)
(SOUL HEALING)
Uncovering the truth of feeling Unloved

Self-Acceptance
No Healing needs to be done
Being true and loving
All done with Natural love
Uncovering the truth of feeling loved

IMPERFECT NATUAL LOVE
REBELLIOUS
REBELLION AND DEFAULT

PERFECT NATURAL LOVE
NOT REBELLIOUS
NO REBELLION OR DEFAULT

Against Truth and Love
Living Untrue; against ourselves
Denying many feelings
Become Truth to being untrue
Imperfect relationships
Feelings of love within an unloving state

Not Against Truth and Love
Living Truth; not against ourselves
Not denying any feelings
Become truth to being true
Perfect Relationships
Feelings of love in loving state

LIFE ON EARTH
WHAT WE ARE LIVING
AN UNLOVING LIFE

LIFE ON A PERFECT WORLD
What we wish we were living
A Loving life

THE MIND WAY ** MIND-LED LIFE **
We are to move from our mind way to a feeling way of life within our rebellious and untrue state. We
are to live truth to our being untrue, knowing and being the truth of why we are untrue.

GREAT U-TURN

LIVING TRUE to OURSELVES
We are to live truth to ourselves through ALL our feelings. We are untrue.
We are to live truth to being untrue. We are to stop pretending we’re true.
We’re to admit we’re full of shit; and be as full of shit as we are.

God made us be rebellious and untrue, so we are to live being rebellious and untrue, not trying to not
be as God made us. And we are to live true to being fucked, until God transforms us and changes
us into being true and loving, ending our rebelliousness.

With all of us having been incarnated into a truth-denying rebellious world, we are to live true to how
untrue, false and unloving we are. We are to stop using our mind to pretend we are true and loving
when we’re not.

We are to fully embrace, through our feelings, the truth of how wrong, bad and evil we are. And
through our Spiritual Healing we are to fully accept how rebellious we are, living and being it. And
knowing how being rebellious (being of and in Rebellion) makes us feel.

We are not to use our mind to pretend we are true; that we are loving, caring and sympathetic,
as we’re not those things.

Being of Natural Love we experience love through our mind. And so being in an imperfect
state, some (if not all) of our mind love will be false and untrue.

When we have been transformed into our true Divine Love state having done our Spiritual Healing, then
all the love we experience will be through our heart and soul with true feelings and no longer with
our mind. With all love being true and based on the Truth.
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We are to live Feelings First.



We’ve been made to use our mind to live against many of our feelings.



Our mind control commences at conception and is developed through our childhood.



All the bad feelings we didn’t express as we were growing up are still repressed inside us.



And all such hidden, buried and unwanted feelings have to come out.



And whilst they remain repressed within us, they will continue to make us feel bad and
unloved.



We get sick, depressed, suffer, have bad things happen to us because of our repressed
childhood feelings.



Humanity was brought into this state of living against itself by higher rebellious spirits.



These Evil Ones caused the Rebellion and Default.



We are made to rebel by default – as we have no idea we’re doing it through our parenting
in wrongness.



We are all parented unlovingly – against ourselves, against our will.



Some parenting in the wrongness is done with more love, yet it’s all still wrong.



To heal this unloving state within ourselves we have to do our Healing.



Our Healing is our Feeling-Healing or Soul-Healing with the Divine Love.



We can long to God for Their Divine Love, and this will help us with our Healing.



God is our Heavenly Mother and Father, the Feminine Aspects of God having been kept
hidden from us by the Evil Spirits.



All humanity’s religions and spiritual systems are designed to keep the wrongness going, to
keep us away from God.



Only by living Feelings First Spirituality, The New Way, can you become right, and truly
find God.



Long for the Divine Love.



Long for the Truth of your Feelings.



Accepting all you feel is accepting all of yourself, it’s your greatest act of self-love.



And wanting to know the truth of your feelings, is your next greatest act of self-love.



Love yourself through your feeling-acceptance, and the Truth will set you Free!
31 May 1914 and ongoing
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The way to Paradise and All-Love is a
Feelings Way. The Feeling Way is about
honouring – accepting and expressing, and
longing for the truth, of all feelings. By
doing our Spiritual Healing (FeelingHealing and Soul-Healing with the Divine
Love) we can uncover the truth of why
we’re living in rebellion against the truth of
ourselves. Why we live by denying so
many of our feelings; especially our bad
ones.
The Way of the Rebellion, The Mind Way,
leads ultimately to mind-extinction
involving annihilation of personality and
soul. The Mind Way is about denying as
many feelings as we can, selectively
choosing the ones you want, all to maintain
control over yourself. And yet by denying
feelings and your expression of them, you
are denying the truth they would help you
see about yourself. So you are denying
your own Spiritual Growth Of Truth. All
of which can only lead to bad outcomes.
The Mind Way is a Dead End – and only
pain. The Feeling Way is eternal growth of
Truth, Love and Happiness. By truly
embracing our feelings, longing for the
truth they are to reveal, we evolve through:
Phase 1: Spiritual Healing through the
Mansion Worlds and into the Celestial
Heavens.
Phase 2: Evolving in Truth through our
Local Universe, Nebadon, and into the
superuniverse: Orvonton.
Phase 3: Truth progression through the
superuniverse of Orvonton.
Phase 4: Truth progression through
Havona, and attaining Paradise.
ALL Soul and Truth Progression is done by
Living True To Our Feelings.
The New Feelings Way.

Phase 4

Phase 3

Phase 2

Progressive
growth in
truth by soul
partners,
Phase 1
longing for
truth through
their feelings,
being the key.

ASCENDING MORTALS
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GOD
SPHERES of PARADISE being the home of
our Heavenly Parents, Mother and Father,
within the centre of the 7 super universes.
Unknown number of spheres to progress
through to reach Paradise.
Ascending out of NEBADON is beyond
the regency of the Creator Daughter
and Son, Mary and Jesus.

Father
Mother
HEAVENLY
PARENTS

INFINITE & UNIVERSAL
SPHERES, unknown number to
progress through within Nebadon.
ETERNAL SPHERES 3 spheres
unnumbered. Involvement with
Earth finishes.
CELESTIAL HEAVENS
are spheres 8, 9, 10.

JESUS & MARY

Divine Love Spirit Healing
Mansion Worlds are 3, 5, 7.
We are healing our soul!
We all arrive in spirit
into Mansion World 1.
Earth Planes 1 and 2 are
of Disharmony – Hells.
Mind Spirit Mansion
Worlds 2, 4, 6 are all taking
us in the wrong direction
and into a dead end!

AVONALS
MARY &
JESUS

AVONAL PAIR
GOD
Throughout the Avonal Age of 1,000 years, their Spirits of Truth will assist us
in embracing and engaging with our Feeling Healing and with Divine Love
our Soul Healing. They will assist us to develop our soul well into Celestial Heaven status
should we persevere with such a goal. The extent to which the Avonal Pair develop
themselves while here in the physical on Earth is the level that their Spirits of Truth will be
able to assist us. Then it will be Mary and Jesus’ Spirits of Truth that will assist us up and
out of Nebadon, where our Heavenly Parents will then assist us onto Paradise, Their home.
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Great Gifts through our Feelings are:
The Awareness of our Heavenly Mother
and Father
That our soul is a duplex – both male
and female – one soul, two personalities
That Feeling Healing with Divine Love
is our pathway to Paradise – our true
home
Freely expressing our Feelings to a
companion is expressing our true
personality – the personality bestowed
upon us by our Heavenly Mother and
Father – our true Mum and Dad!
These are truths of living
Feelings First Spirituality,
The New Way
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